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Introduction
ShipExpress is a multi-carrier parcel shipping management software that automates the freight shipping process.
It interfaces with PrintSmith Vision Invoice and Delivery Ticket to reduce data entry and interfaces with shippers
to keep the shipping cost rates up to date.

Contact Information
EFI Support
Web Site:

https://customer.efi.com/support

US Phone:

1.855.EFI.4HLP
480.538.5800

UK Phone:

+44 (0) 800.783.2737

EU Phone:

+49.2102.745.4500

E-Mail: Printsmith.support@efi.com
Regular US Service Desk hours are 7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, Monday – Friday
Regular UK Service Desk hours are 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Greenwich Mean Time, Monday – Friday
Regular EU Service Desk hours are 9 A.M to 6 P.M. Central European Time, Monday – Friday
Outside of these hours, you may leave a voice mail message and an on-call support representative will be
paged. Response time is based on the severity of the issue.8
Note

For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software,
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of
issues.

EFI Professional Services
US Phone:

651.365.5321

US Fax:

651.365.5334

US E-Mail:
Outside US E-Mail:

ProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com
EMEAProfessionalServicesOperations@efi.com

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations and upgrades. This group can also
help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software, plus offers a range of training options.

System Requirements
System requirements can be found in the Release Document for the current release. You should review that
document and confirm your equipment meets those requirements.
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ShipExpress
ShipExpress allows the user to identify shipping quantities and ship to locations, identify the packages and
weight, specify the shipping method, calculate shipping cost and add this information to the invoice. This process
includes the shipping program that typically operates from the shipping department, and interfaces with
PrintSmith Vision Invoice and Delivery ticket programs.
You must request a license from EFI to use ShipExpress. To verify if you have a license in the Legacy system go
to Help > About PrintSmith

Integration
ShipExpress and PSV may be hosted by EFI and in this case the integration will be through local eFlow. If the
customer hosts PSV and EFI hosts ShipExpress then the integration will be through Super eFlow. The setup of
the integration will be discussed later but the use of eFlow or Super eFlow will be handled automatically by EFI.

Setup
Ship Via Codes
The ship via codes are used to identify the shipping method and carrier. They are mapped to the carrier’s
specific services and updated through API so that the shipping cost can be identified for that method, specific
shipping location and weight.
To access the ship via codes program, go to Settings > Table Editor > Ship via and the screen will open.
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Adding ship via codes
Select the add button and the next code number will be listed. Enter a name for that shipping code. You do not
need to enter a Key (Alpha) or ship via code.

Register to MDSF
In some cases, you may want to register your ship via codes to MDSF. To do this select a check box for the code
you want to register and then select the Register button. Once the registering is complete there will be a check
mark to the left of the ID that indicates that ship via code is registered to MDSF.
You can use the unregister button to unregister from MDSF

Map to Vendor shipping methods
You need to link the ship via code to a specific vendor and the service they offer. That vendor/service will be
used to calculate the shipping cost based on the ship to location and the weight of the shipment. Select the three
dots and select Map to Ship Code.
Here is what some of the Fed Ex shipping services will look like for mapping.

You can select more than one service and then you will need to identify the specific service to use when you
select the vendor.
When the ship via code is mapped the vendor service code will be displayed under the ship via code column.
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Import
Importing allows you to select the vendor shipping services that you use and they will be available when using
ShipExpress or creating a delivery ticket. Prices are not present in the system but they are constantly updated
through API so the program has the latest prices.

ShipExpress Set up
There are two methods when setting up ShipExpress depending on the hosting.

ShipExpress and PSV hosted by EFI
Go to Settings > Preference > Integration.
You will need to register the eFlow integration and the information will then be displayed in the following fields.
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You will need the ShipExpress URL from here to access the ShipExpress program.
Log into ShipExpress. You will need admin privileges for this process.

Creation of client
1.

Go to Administration > configuration > eFlow client. When you request ShipExpress the information
below will already be filled in.

Note

When EFI hosts both ShipExpress and PSV then the Client eFlow must be set to Local.
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2.

Check the box to the left and the fields at the top will be filled in.

3.

Select Register

You can add additional clients if needed.
Note

the client name will be added to productivity suite eflow.

Subscription to ShipExpress topics
Go to Administration > Toolkit > Toolkit Configuration.
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1.

Check the box for the plant Id

2.

Check the box Active

3.

Select Update

After activation the screen will look like this.
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For this part the focus is on the eFlow Set up
•

Business Function should be MIS

•

Scheme/AgencyID should be PSM

•

Subscriber Topic Name is the address of the process shipper and is required by shipper to identify the topic
for communication

•

Publish Topic Name is the address for MIS and is required for messaging in the eFlow process to identify
the source of the message.

Subscription to PSV topics
In PSV go to Settings > Preferences > Integration
This screen only opens when the customer has a ShipExpress license.
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1.

Enter the eFlow URL

2.

Enable ShipExpress Integration

3.

Use the Subscribe Topic Name from the information in the PSH eFlow screen you just set up.

4.

Use the Publish Topic Name from the information in the PSH eFlow screen you just set up.

5.

Enter the ShipExpress URL. When you copy the URL it may have and extension such as
/index.htm. When you copy the URL you can not copy that portion.

When you paste the URL add /Autologin.aspx?

6.

Enter the user ID and password from the ShipExpress login.

PSV is hosted by customer and ShipExpress is hosted in EFI network
A lot of the set up is the same with the following exceptions.

Creation of Client
When you go to manage eFlow clients instead of the Client eFlow being set to local it should be set to Remote.

The client Instance ID is the ID for your local eFLow Instance ID and the client instance name would come from
the eFlow instance name in the eFlow System info on your client machine.
The eFlow URL will be the super eFlow URL.

Subscription to ShipExpress topics
PSV > Settings > Preferences > Integration
Enter your local eFlow URL

Subscription to PSV topics
The process is the same as above.
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Shipping Workflow
Single Recipient
An invoice is created with a single recipient and saved. A new button has been added to the Invoice Summary
screen. This will take you to the ShipExpress screen. You can process a delivery ticket first and then go to
ShipExpress, select the delivery ticket and process the shipment. Since there is only one recipient you can also
proceed to ShipExpress and a delivery ticket will be completed at the same time.
Note
The flow of information between ShipExpress and PSV goes both ways so what you enter in the
delivery ticket will flow back to ShipExpress. For example, you can change contact delivery information in
ShipExpress and the change will be reflected on the delivery ticket.

You can access ShipExpress from the invoice

You can also access ShipExpress from the delivery ticket
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The Customer ID/Company is your company name and it comes from the Legacy version > Preferences >
Company
The contact address comes from the delivery address on the account information tab on the invoi ce.
If you are shipping the entire order at this time use the option “Pack All”. The item number information will
change to show the balance is now 0 and there was no partial quantity. The shipping details will show the first
carton and you will need to enter the weight. If there are more than one carton then you will need to increment
the box and enter the weight for each.
If you would like more integration you can have a scale interface with the program so the weight is entered
automatically.
Enter the packaging and box type.
You can enter shipping instructions if needed.
When you first start ShipExpress the status for the job on the invoice and delivery ticket will be Planned.
When you are finished, select “Process Shipment”

The cost for the shipment will be calculated and will be displayed in ShipExpress, the invoice and the delivery
ticket. The delivery ticket will then be processed and you will get a message

If you go back to the invoice and select delivery ticket from the dropdown you will see the completed delivery
ticket that includes the cost of the shipment.
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Any shipping instructions you entered in ShipExpress will be displayed in the comments section of the delivery
ticket
The tracking number will be assigned and is also displayed in the delivery ticket.

The status of the shipment will now be displayed as Shipped
Note
If you enter an estimated shipping cost in the invoice, when a shipment is made in ShipExpress the
cost from ShipExpress will replace the estimated cost.

Multiple Recipients
When you have an invoice with multiple recipients the invoice is created as normal. You will create a separate
delivery ticket for each ship to address.
On the delivery ticket you will need to enter the ship via, customer PO #. You can enter the Part#, reference and
comments if needed.
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You can also change the delivery address or from address if needed.

Then go to ShipExpress and process each delivery ticket separately. The total cost for shipping will be displayed
on the invoice and will reflect the total for all shipments.
When you complete the last packaging, you will see a pop-up box that shows all of the delivery ticket shipments
and their status.

Multiple items from single delivery ticket
There may be a situation when you have more than one invoice that delivers to the same address so you can
copy both invoices to the same delivery ticket and process the shipments there. Here you have an example
where there are two invoices and 2 items on each invoice.
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After going to ShipExpress you will see that both invoices are listed and all items.

If they will all fit in one box you can use Pack All.
Note

“Pack All” assumes that all items will go in one box. “Pack” means that you are going to use more
than one box and you need to identify the quantity of each item going in each box. Fast Pack and
Packing are for future use

If you need to use multiple boxes for a shipment then first complete the delivery ticket and when you go to
ShipExpress you use the Pack button instead of Pack All. This allows you to identify the quantity that goes in
each box using the partial quantity field.

After entering the quantity of each item in a box you would enter the information about that box.
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You will need a new delivery ticket to ship any of the remaining quantities.
When you have multiple shipments all the tacking numbers will be displayed on the invoice.

Partial Shipments
If you need to ship partial shipments you use the partial quantity field for either single items or multiple items. The
difference is in how the shipping cost is calculated if you have multiple shipments. If you have multiple items on
multiple invoices and you ship partials the cost is distributed between only the invoices where a shipment was
made. For example, if you have three items from three different invoices and ship all of item 1, part of item 2 and
none of item 3 then the cost of the shipment would only appear on the invoices for item 1 and 2. It would be
divided evenly between those invoices but the invoice for item 3 would have no shipping cost at that time since
none of item 3 was shipped.
Note
if you have a markup or discount applied to the shipping cost then that is also divided between the
invoices that were shipped.

Packing On
One of the settings for ShipExpress is Packing On

If the Packing On check box is selected then the information for all of the shipments and the quantities is
displayed in ShipExpress.
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If the Packing On check box is not checked then the shipping details for each shipment is not displayed.

In this case you do not need to identify what items go in the box or boxes, you just select the box and enter the
weight. The invoice and delivery ticket will show each item shipped and the weight for each box will be displayed
along with their tracking number.

Delivery price lock
After a shipment is made in ShipExpress the shipping price is locked.
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This does not mean that no more shipping cost can be added it means that if you want to manually change the
shipping cost you must first unlock the price. You can do this by selecting the lock icon.

Important
if you unlock the shipping price but fail to relock it and you have further shipments the shipping
cost will not be updated. You must relock the shipping cost if you have further shipments.

Price Update
You have the ability to use the calculated shippers cost or mark up or discount the shipping cost. Go to Settings
> Preferences > Integration
On the Integration page select Options. Here you have the options of the cost on the invoice to be the same as
ShipExpress, mark up or mark down.

If you select Mark Up or Mark Down then you will get another option of entering a fixed amount of a percentage.

Then you can enter the amount.
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The Invoice will now show the shipping cost as the adjusted amount. The actual amount will still be shown in
ShipExpress and on the delivery ticket.
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